
corporate LOOK LIKE YOU BELONG

Bold moves make brands. Everything we create is 
purpose driven and built to make an impression so 
you can look the part, grow how you’re meant to 
and go where you need to. 

CAPABILITIES



We’re big believers that great visuals are a little more than just aesthetically pleasing; they play a pivotal role in helping brands, entities, and individuals align 
with the spaces they aspire to thrive in. We exist to bring this belief to life. Our core thinking revolves around the power of visual embodiment. We understand 
that a well-crafted brand identity, a compelling film, or thoughtfully designed campaign can serve as the gateway to an authentic connection and lasting 
impact. It's about more than just standing out; it's about belonging –  truly resonating with your audience and leaving an impression. 

Through our expertise in brand design, film production, and value-made visuals, we empower our clients to embrace their uniqueness and confidently claim 
their space in the world. We are passionate about exploring new creative mediums, collaboratively working with forces old and new, and breathing life into 
every project we undertake. We work closely with our clients, delving deep into their vision, values, and aspirations, and ensuring our commitment to 
excellence shines through every design, every frame, and every visual element we touch. 

Our purpose is to celebrate the art of belonging, where we embrace the power of visuals to ignite connections, and where we make your journey to visual 
embodiment an attainable reality and create an enduring legacy that leaves a mark on the world. It’s not enough to just know your space. Lead, pioneer, and 
overall, look like you belong.

look like you belong
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LOOK LIKE YOU BELONG

01. globally connected
We work with corporate clients all around the world. If there's anything we've learnt recently; we're more globally 
connected than we thought. Through calls and !le transfers we can deliver on a range of projects - work on decks, 
brochures, edit video and construct infographics. 

02. agile ways of working 
Contracting at a daily/monthly rate is a pretty popular way to keep the brand heart beating. We can also scope 
out short term contracts with projected hours or simply charge by entire project as whole. 

03. our tool box
In order to work e#ectively we can adapt and evolve our work$ow to suit the task. We're pro!cient in the industry 
standard suits like Adobe, Final Cut Pro and Google, Apple & Microso% o&ce productivity tools. We can also 
converse via Slack, Google Meet, Zoom, Teams or just about anything else! 

how we work. 
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brand identity  
& visual design

film           design

Designs are crafted with a focus on both form 
and function, reflecting the unique needs and 
values of each client. Design language can be 
a reflection of current/parent identity when 
needed. 

We support and build visual brand identities 
and digital assets for corporate clients. Design 
is approached with the intent of making a 
strong impression and know that a company's 
visual representation can greatly impact its 
success.

Micro-brand identities are a great way to add 
presence to an SBU, campaign or initiative to 
make a lasting impression for stakeholders.

Colour Guide

FOREST GREEN
#2D3D34

EVERGREEN
#205043

COTSWOLD
#C0BAB0

OFFBLACK
#1D1D1B

ICE GRAY #EFEFEF

CHARCOAL #3F3F3F

JET BLACK #000000

TERRACOTTA #764A3D

PURE WHITE #FFFFFF

SLATE GREEN #4D5755

CORE BRAND COLOURS

ACCENT AND ACCOMPANYING COLOURS

C:91%  M:43%  Y:73%  K:40%  

H:162°  S:60%  B:31%  

R:32  G:80  B:67

C:0%  M:0%  Y:0%  K:0%  H:59°  S:0%   B:100%  R:255  G:255  B:255

C:36%  M:71%  Y:73%  K:32%  H:59°  S:48%   B:46%  R:118  G:74  B:61 C:68%  M:61%  Y:60%  K:48%  H:59°  S:6%   B:11%  R:63  G:63  B:63

C:75%  M:65%  Y:67%  K:77%  H:59°  S:6%   B:0%  R:0  G:0  B:0

C:5%  M:3%  Y:3%  K:0%  H:166°  S:0%   B:93%  R:239  G:239  B:239

C:69%  M:52%  Y:57%  K:31%  H:166°  S:11%   B:34%  R:77  G:87  B:85

C:77%  M:53%  Y:71%  K:54%  

H:145°  S:25%  B:23%  

R:45  G:61  B:52

C:25%  M:22%  Y:29%  K:0%  

H:36°  S:8%  B:75%  

R:192  G:186  B:176

C:71%  M:65%  Y:67%  K:77%  

H:59°  S:6%  B:11%  

R:29  G:29  B:27

we work hard

we work hard

we work hard

we work hard
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Custom made

Customer#12554
Name:Christopher Smith
Date:200123
Weight:500g
Purpose:Stability/ Heel support
Sole type:Polymorphic
Size:163FL3733DB

Made in the UK, Sheffield 
Renewably sourced
Zero waste 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed 
diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt 
ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam 
erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci 
tation ullamcorper suscipit 
lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea 
commodo consequat. Duis autem vel 
eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in 
vulputate velit esse molestie 

feugiat nulla facilisis at vero 
eros et accumsan et iusto odio 
dignissim qui blandit praesent 
luptatum zzril delenit augue duis 
dolore te feugait nulla facilisi.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cons 
ectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut 
laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat 
volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim 
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digital marketing 
campaigns

film           design

Each design deliverable crafted closely with 
clients to understand goals, audience and 
tailored with different configurations for each 
intended platform.

We take a comprehensive approach to 
creating assets and posts for digital marketing 
campaigns on social media, including LinkedIn.

Custom-designed assets in various 
creative mediums, such as images, videos 
and campaign style messaging, that are 
eye-catching, professional, and on-brand.

Data isn’t
what it used
to be.

accent

Think it. Design it. Build it. Run it.

Strategy Consultants Innovation Labs The Big 4 Digital Agencies System Integration

Uniquely Integrating 
Your Digital Value Chain

Output 
based on 
value, not 
time. 



motion &  
video creation

film           design

Using kinetic typography elevates a video by 
making it dynamic, engaging and visually 
appealing. This is something to use when text 
needs that extra layer of visual interest.

Our experienced production team are able to 
film bespoke footage and also utilise stock & 
existing footage to make the most captivating 
videos.

Videos are made to adhere to brand guidelines 
and can be an effective way to quickly 
communicate a new value proposition, further 
brand ethos or campaign media.



websites & 
landing pages

film           design

We utilise the latest web development tools and 
software to create visually appealing and user-
friendly experiences that align with the brand 
identity.

We offer ongoing support and can build visual  
assets for website content, ensuring clients 
have all the tools they need to effectively 
communicate their message and maintain 
their online presence.

We create custom websites, including 
immersive landing pages that effectively 
elevate campaigns.

Electric Vehicle Charging

set me up

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh 
euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip 
ex ea commodo consequat.

Is your business 
ready for digital ads?

Only 1 in 10 businesses are ready. 
If you're that 1, then we'd love to work with you.

Silicon Valley tactics so SME's can scale to their full potential

Apply now

Atif, Director
Jaryah Studios

Violet Manners
Founder, Akana Collective

Flynn Blackie
CEO, MOD Digital

"We're over the moon with the results 
We Do Ads achieved for our clients 
here at Jaryah. Isaac's knowledge is 
second to none."

"Navigating performance marketing 
for luxury consumer goods has been 
a lot more succesful thanks to the 
efforts of Isaac and his team. We look 
forward to working with Isaac on 
these projects for the foreseeable."

"Isaac and his team are an essential 
part of our delivery to clients. His 
knowledge has supported us in 
delivering enormously profitable 
outcomes for our clients"

What our clients 
say about us
Our clients range from small local businesses to multi-million pound US enterprises. 
No matter who it is, they all receive the same best-in-class and personal service.

Ways to pay Shop For business

*Shop name* is excited to announce we’re now 
partnered with cashew, bringing you another way to 
pay at checkout. Cashew allows you to buy what 
you want now and pay in 3 or 6 monthly installments. 
No interest or added fees when you pay on time.

Enter a few pieces of info for receive an 
instant application decision.You just need 

to be at least 21, be a UAE resident and 
have a UAE debit or credit card.

Pay in 3 or 6 monthly installments, taken 
automatically and with no additional fees* 

when paid on time.

*late fees apply on missed payments

FAQs

What is cashew?

Pay your way. Cashew is a zero interest and free alternative payment method, created to make budgeting easier 
by breaking payments down. Allowing you to pay over time easily whilst your order is shipping straight away.

How do I use cashew?

Just shop on *your website* and check out as normal. At checkout, choose cashew as payment method.
You will be directed to the cashew checkout page to enter information (mobile number, email, Emirates ID) and 

provide payment details (Visa or Mastercard).

Am I eligible to use cashew?

As long as you are over the age of 21, are using a UAE phone number, email address, UAE debit or credit card, 
and Emirates ID (valid for at least 90 days) you are eligible to use the cashew payment option if available to you at 

checkout. 

Will there be any further/additional costs? 

No further fees will be charged as long as the instalments are paid on time (there is a fee for late payments, 
more details further down the FAQs). 

How do I know when to pay the instalments? 

The first installment is made at the time of purchase, the remaining instalments will then be paid automatically 
every 30 days in equal instalments from your selected card. 

Worry not! We will send you a remainder when your next payment is due. Also, the installments are taken 
automatically so you don’t need to worry about missing any payments as long as the bank account selected has 

sufficient funds. If you would like to pay in advance, you can log in to your cashew account (web or app) and 
manage your payments. 

What if I can’t pay an instalment?

If funds are not available in your bank for cashew to automatically take, you will be charged a late payment fee 
which is equal to of 2% of the installment due, with a minimum of 20 AED for every month you miss a payment.

What happens if I cancel or return my order?

Cashew returns follow our standard returns and refund process (link). As soon as *shop name* has accepted 
your cancellation/return, your refund will be automatically processed by cashew (if any) and future scheduled 

instalments will be cancelled or the amount changed for any future instalments.

Pop your favourite pieces into your basket 
and head to checkout as usual.

Select cashew as your payment option 
for eligible orders between 

x AED and y AED

Pay over time!

Fill your cart / 
Scan the QR code

Complete your 
purchase

Just follow these 3 simple steps 

and get ready to pay your way.

Select cashew at the checkout

Trasparent: 

You will never pay more that the price of 
your purchase. 

Flexible: 
You choose the payment schedule that 

works for you

Fair: 
No late fees or penalties of any kind, ever.

There's no better way to pay for 

your purchases than over time. 

After all, why settle for one 

payment when you can split it into 

3 or 6 months?



print design & 
event material

Paying close attention to ensuring materials are  
eye-catching, effective, and that accurately reflect 
clients' brands and messaging.

film           design

We support on the creation of various event 
materials, such as banners, trade show displays, 
for maximum brand presence and design 
discipline. 

Support in creating professional and 
engaging print and event materials, such as 
posters, leaflets, brochures, and more.



slideware & 
formatting

film           design

Through the use of data visualisation, we help to 
communicate the purpose of a slide in a way 
that is engaging and easy to understand for the 
viewer.

Our approach to well formatted sildeware 
consists of combining clear information, 
attractive design, and effective message 
framing to drive the desired look.

We have solid track record in creating bespoke 
presentation decks that effectively communicate 
ideas and messages that align the existing brand 
identity.



1 9 9 2

Emma Hutchinson establishes teaching 
practice in homes and nursery settings in 
London. 34 piano pupils and 8 nursery 
settings taught each week.

1 9 9 4 - 1 9 9 6

The Music House for Children established 
to provide work for freelance teachers. 
Teaching expands to include multiple 
instrumentalists teaching 300 pupils.

The Music House for Children established 
as a not-for-profit organisation. Business 
expands to 30+ teachers, 300+ pupils and 
12 nursery schools.

1 9 9 6 - 2 0 0 0

Purchase of Bush Hall with a capacity of 450. Concerts, workshops and training events established. 
Beneficiaries include 60+ freelance teachers, 16 nursery schools, 100 pre-nursery toddlers and 700+ pupils 
having home tuition

Purchase Music House school 
next door. Weekly attendance of 
200+ in classes and projects

2 0 0 0

Development of training programmes 
in early childhood music. 

2 0 0 2

2 0 0 2

Frst training contract secured 
with Childcare Corporation. 

2 0 0 3

Training contracts includes termly 
training for Music House teachers.

2 0 0 3 +

Funding from Arts Council 
England secured for teaching and 
training studio.

2 0 0 7

Music House publishes first of three 
music teaching and story books young 
children

2 0 0 7

2 0 1 02 0 1 5

Music House secures contract 
with instrument maker to 
develop early years instruments

Government language initiative extends to 
music training contract for EYFS educators.

Music House wins Nursery World 
Award for best early years music 
resources.

Music House’s online training 
courses endorsed by a UK 
Qualifications Authority.

Music House secures support 
from UK Trading International 
(UKTI) to expand overseas.

Music House purchases 
MusikGarten, an early years 
music company in Devon, UK.

Music House secures ongoing 
support from the Department of 
International Trade (DIT)

Music House for Children wins place 
on DIT’s Early Years Mission to 
China initiative

Music House music 
books nominated for 
Nursery World award.

Music House for 
Children wins Best 
Business Award.

Music House chosen as one of 11 
companies to develop training and 
delivery to the tri-borough early 
years workforce, London

Training the library workforce, multi-cultural communities, childminder 
associations, nursery schools & SENCO units across the UK

2 0 0 8

2 0 0 8

2 0 1 4

2 0 1 6 2 0 1 6

2 0 1 72 0 1 7

2 0 1 7

2 0 1 5

2 0 0 9

Enablers of UAM / AAM

Cooperative ATM

Vehicle 
[Partners]

Procederal
[Competitors]

Total Investment value for drone companies in USD $M Total Investment value for  passenger drone companies in USD $M onesky.xyz
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Our next strain of work will be to dive more deeply into each perception factor. Stay posted for follow-ups!

Airbus is seeking to understand the societal perception factors for the operations of Urban Air Mobility (UAM). 
This work is incredibly important as we develop technologies and services, and consider the impacts of introducing 
those into our communities. The benefits of UAM to our communities are compelling, but we must also consider 
the public’s expectations and concerns. 

People are in support or 
in strong support of UAM

LOS ANGELES

SWITZERLAND

NEW ZEALAND
MEXICO CITY

Mexico City: 67% are 
likely or very likely to 
use; 16% were neutral. 

46% are likely or 
very likely to use 
UAM; 19% neutral.  

32% of respondents 
are likely or very 
likely to use UAM; 
24% neutral

17% of respondents 
are likely or very 
likely to use UAM; 
25% neutral.

THE CONCERNS

KEY FINDINGS - DEMOGRAPHICS

55.8% of 
respondents 
are concerned 
about the 
safety of the 
individuals on 
the ground.  

49.3% of 
respondents 
are concerned 
about the 
type of noise 
generated.

48.8% of 
respondents 
are concerned 
about the 
volume of 
noise.

48.8% of 
respondents are 
concerned 
about the time 
of day.

48.8% of 
respondents are 
concerned about 
the altitude at 
which the aircraft 
is flying.

The 25-34 age 
range has the highest 
Initial reactions

55% 
view UAM 
positively

while only15% of

75-84 yr olds 
view UAM positively.

INCOME

AGE

GENDER

AREA

TRANSPORT

COMMUTE TIME

COUNTRY

VERY LIKELY VERY UNLIKELY

MEXICO SWITZERLAND

$89.7K $74.2K

38.4

MALE FEMALE

URBAN RURAL

RIDESHARING BIKING

25 MINS 19 MINS

48.1

IN1 2

55.8% 49.3% 48.8% 47.8% 47.8%

Unlike other buy now, pay later services, we offer 
multiple payment plans to support your customer 
base growth and increase your AOV.

68%

35%

25%

Zero% Risk to your business and customers.

A streamlined, 
user interface 
for customers.

Growth in return rates from our retailers customers.

Increase in conversion rates.

Increase in AOV when paid in installments.

USES OF THE HITMARKER

Logo Grid Insignia Icons Plot point

infographic 
design

film           design

We create infographics that accurately reflect 
the data and information, whilst also ensuring 
the design is eye catching and easy to 
understand.

Our approach to impactful infographics 
involves understanding the intended use and 
then re framing data to not only inform, but also 
enhance the client's brand and exceed their 
expectations.

Infographics can be used in slide ware, white-
papers, mailers or or used to aid an awareness 
campaign or internally communicate strategy 
and future roadmaps.
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modes of engagement 

corporate



We traverse a multitude of industries, from cutting-edge technology and SaaS to renewable energy, fashion, and manufacturing. Our creative expertise extends 
its reach into the realms of aviation, aerospace, simulation, and artificial intelligence. We also proudly serve the finance sector, applying our innovative approach 
to shape compelling brand identities, tell captivating stories, and craft value-driven visuals that resonate across diverse domains.

ways of working

pay-per-project

B

ad-hoc support

C

When working on larger campaign 
briefs or long term projects with more 
people and moving parts, it’s more cost 
effective for everyone when we can 
place a cost to a set out brief and 
establish the output. We’d iron out a 
response, scope and  approach and 
cost each project individually.

A

subscription
The visual space is becoming more 
fluid and brands are finding that they 
need more consistency and discipline 
within the way they live on through 
their collateral. Subscription models 
would allow brands to set out a flat 
monthly budget, reserving dedicated 
design time to churn out larger and 
more organised bulks of creative. 

We’d set out a clusters of days per 
month, and enter into a scope with 
rough deliverables. Then, be on-hand to 
cater ad hoc requests with open 
communication and projection on what 
kind of rate a request might need. We 
keep a timesheet of task/days and 
invoice monthly.

LOOK LIKE YOU BELONGcorporate



internal assurances  

LOOK LIKE YOU BELONGcorporate

environmental policy

sustainability & CSR practices 

risk assessment form

public liability insurance

participant release forms

health & safety policy 

diversity & inclusion policy

VAT registered

all supporting documents: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1oDzcMfd-DMd-HcOqKO79ZEhHNp1Dct14?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1o5F3oTIUdFvySKqlot_fqxhYWtWrLyeN&authuser=amy@vmvmedia.com&usp=drive_fs
https://www.vmvmedia.com/visibility
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oPYCoQj1k3iZKN8RbU5HTJ4ms4Oz0xpu/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oiyVtKXn_xgsyawqOafCr0LuBePPilwu/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1oABWd3Wa7czuVnJ7x7kfkb4lht6d3xLM&authuser=amy@vmvmedia.com&usp=drive_fs
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1o4ZBWdP9GAIPXtOV-9eR35dgccWmHze1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oKD0cPQhkZDZ8L1KUmyqRe4QD3BY7l0O/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1oDzcMfd-DMd-HcOqKO79ZEhHNp1Dct14?usp=sharing


LEGACY

We firmly believe that great branding is an investment in the legacy of a business. Our brand identity 
design costs reflect the dedication, creativity, and meticulous craftsmanship we pour into each 
project. We understand the profound impact a well-crafted brand can have on a business or service. 
It is more than just a logo; it is the embodiment of a brand's mission, vision, and purpose. Crafting an 
effective brand identity takes discipline and a deep understanding of our clients' aspirations. We take 
pride in our ability to accurately represent their essence, leaving a lasting impression that resonates 
with their target audience. With each design, we build legacies that stand the test of time and propel 
our clients toward success.

brand design LOOK LIKE YOU BELONG

TIME

We understand the urgency that some businesses may face, and we are 
always willing to accommodate tight schedules when necessary. However, it's 
crucial to emphasise that our pricing is not solely based on time constraints but 
on the intrinsic value we bring to each design project. While faster turnarounds 
may result in additional costs to accommodate the extra efforts and resources 
required, rest assured that the output will never compromise on quality. Our 
dedication to creating impactful and timeless brand identities remains at the 
forefront of every project. 
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Bold moves make brands. Everything we create is 
purpose driven and built to make an impression so 
you can look the part, grow how you’re meant to 
and go where you need to. 

LOOK LIKE YOU BELONGcorporate


